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Patti,
Thank you for your patience with us for development of this proposal. What took us so long was trying to
find a solution so that you have more flexibility to do the survey yourself, and more options for the
reporting. We have located software with an annual subscription cost that is very reasonable. We would
set up the database and the initial survey and work with you on the administration this fall, and then train
you to use it. From that point on, you will have major flexibility in conducting the survey and reporting
results.
In this document, I have provided an outline of what I believe it will take to get you set up and
functioning. If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 308.760.5411.
Sincerely,

Kathi J. Swanson, Ph.D.
President
kathi@claruscorporation.com
308.762.2565 x 100
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As a service to members, ACCCA annually conducts a salary survey of its member colleges and
districts. For the past few years, ACCCA has contracted with a vendor to assist in the annual
salary survey. The vendor created a proprietary survey, which only the vendor can edit and
report results. This has limited the ability of ACCCA in both administering the survey and
reporting results. The goal of this proposal is to provide ACCCA much more flexibility in
administration and reporting, reducing reliance on a vendor, and reducing cost for the survey.
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WORK PLAN

In preparation for this proposal, CLARUS Corporation has examined eight survey software
packages that can be purchased on an annual subscription basis. All of these surveys allow for
pre-population of data into a form, and the end user can then edit the information in the form.
After viewing demonstrations of the software, CLARUS Corporation is proposing that Snap Surveys
(http://www.snapsurveys.com/) be utilized as the software for the ACCCA survey (a summary sheet for
Snap Surveys is included at the end of this proposal). CLARUS Corporation can assist ACCCA in setting up
the software for the first survey using the Fall 2013 data, assist in administering the Fall 2014 survey, set
up the reporting function, and then train the ACCCA staff to conduct the 2015 survey without any
assistance from CLARUS.
The following matrix outlines the tasks that would need to be accomplished for ACCCA to control and
manage their own salary survey:


Database Development
CLARUS Corporation would extract the 2013 salary survey databases from the Excel sheets for
Colleges and Districts and reformat the information into one database that will allow the surveys
for each of the Colleges participating to be automatically pre-populated with the data from the
previous year. Once this database is developed, additional years will be kept in the same
database allowing ACCCA to run historical trends and charts and graphs on changes over the
previous years.



Software Setup
ACCCA will purchase a one-year license for Snap Surveys. The annual cost is $660 for a one-year
subscription which allows for one researcher login and one client login with up to 1,000
responses annually. This license provides for unlimited surveys, so it would allow ACCCA not
only to do the annual salary survey but also a few quick surveys on other topics, if desired.
CLARUS Corporation will utilize the researcher login to design the survey to work with the
database and prepopulate the 2014 ACCCA Salary Survey. This will require CLARUS to program a
new survey and then do the linking with the 2013 salary data. This will actually be the most
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complex part of the project. After completing the survey, CLARUS will test the survey to
assure ACCCA that it is working as intended and that the functionality is as needed.


2014 Administration/ Reporting
After the software is programmed and the survey set up, CLARUS will work with ACCCA
to establish the email list for the administration. After the email invitations are sent,
ACCCA will be able to monitor the surveys as they are completed, and see who has not
completed, all by logging into the software. After all surveys are completed, CLARUS
will work with ACCCA to set up the reporting tools to provide ACCCA the reports
needed for disseminating the survey results to its membership in easy-to-read and pdf
reports; all results can be customized. Here is an example of a case study Snap Surveys
provided that is similar in scope to the needs of ACCCA:



Training
After the system is in place and the 2014 Salary Survey is completed and disseminated, CLARUS
Corporation staff will train the ACCCA staff in how to use the Snap Survey and create their own
2015 annual survey, as well as utilize the reporting functions.
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Upon approval of the project scope, CLARUS Corporation proposes the following timeline for
completion of this project:
May 2014

ACCCA purchases the software license
CLARUS creates database from 2013 data to populate the 2014 Salary
Survey

June 2014

CLARUS sets up and tests the 2014 Salary Survey
ACCCA tests the salary survey

Fall 2014

Administration dates to be determined by ACCCA
CLARUS assists in administration and reporting

Winter 2014

Training for ACCCA staff
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TIME FRAME

COST
For the assistance described in this proposal, the following costs are proposed:
ACTIVITIES TO BE CONDUCTED
CLARUS work described in this proposal:
 Database development
 Software set‐up
 2014 Administration/ Reporting
 Training
One‐time cost to ACCCA paid in two installments; first half upon project
start and half upon completion
ACCCA pays annual subscription for Snap Surveys

COST
$7,500.00

$ 660.00
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